1. CALL TO ORDER
SAL FASO, PRESIDENT
THANK YOU..CELLPHONES PLEASE

2. APPROVAL OF MINUTES MARCH 15, 2017

3. APPROVAL OF TREASURER REPORT MAY 23, 2017

4. PRESIDENT’S COMMENTS:
WELCOME TO ALL DELEGATES AND RESIDENTS OF THE NCNC

NCNC ANNUAL MEETING 175 PEOPLE

ACKNOWLEDGE: MAYOR MARIONO, MARCIANO, LAND, LITT, WOODS
WPD COMMISSON PRESIDENT KEITH JAMES, KAREN MARCUS AND JESS
SNATAMARIA FORMER PBC COMMISSIONERS.

FOUR(4) NEW MEMBERS: ADMIRALS COVE,(PETER MOORE) FRENCHMAN’S
RESERVE,(MICHAEL POLICERIO) OAKS POA,(STUART WILLIAMSON)
PRESERVE AT BAYHILL.(CUCK HATHAWAY AND SAM SANTORELLI)

MEMBERSHIP NOW IS 23 COMMUNITIES AND ASSOCIATIONS
45000 RESIDENTS, 18,000 DWELLINGS, >30,000 VOTERS

JUNE 27 NEXT NCNC MEETING 4:00PM- AT IBIS
OBJECTIVE TODAY: IS TO LEARN ABOUT WHAT IS PLANNED IN OUR NORTH COUNTY...ADDITIONAL PLANS FOR DWELLINGS, (GL HOMES), TRANSPORTATION, TRAFFIC, ROADS COUNTY & STATE PROJECTS

5. OLD BUSINESS: NONE

6. NEW BUSINESS:

   A. GL HOMES PERSPECTIVE          KAREN MARCUS

   B. PBC TRANSPORTATION PLAN REVIEW  NICK UHREN
       DIRECTOR, MPO *

   C. PBC TRAFFIC PLANNING & TRANSPORTATION  GEORGE WEBB
       PBC TRAFFIC ENGINEER

7. COMMENTS FROM THE AUDIENCE        SAL FASO

8. ADJOURNMENT                        SAL FASO

- MPO: METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION